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BIFURCATION OF THE KOLMOGOROV FLOW 
WITH AN EXTERNAL F裂ICTION

By 

Mami MATSUDA 

Abstract. We consider Kolmogorov's problem of stationary flows 

in a thin layer with a bottom friction. Using the Lyapunov-Schmidt 

theoryう weconstruct bifurcating solutions of this problem in the case 

where the linearized equations have simple eigenvalues. Compared 

with the previous paper [7]， where we did not take account of the 

bottom friction， we find some interesting properties of bifurcation 

curves. 

1. Introduction 

The Kolmogorov flow， a plane periodic flow of an incompressible fluid under 

the action of a spatially periodic external force， has been conceived of only as 

a convenient object for theoretical investigations since it has been proposed in 

1959. But later in 1979， a laboratory experiment by means of electrolyte through 

magnetic forci時 wascarried out in order to mimic the Kolmogorov flow (see its 

o凶 inein [9， 2]). The results of their experiments were found in some aspects to 

be in good qualitative agreement with the previous theories described in [8ラ 4]，

but in other aspects， there were some serious disagreement caused by the friction 

on the bottom of the layer. Bondarenko and his group asserted that we should 

take account of the influence of the friction in order to investigate a motion in a 

thin layer. Accordingly， they built a modified model of the Kolmogorov flow to 

allow for the bottom friction. 

The corresponding equations in stationary case take the form: 

(uux十 vUyニ -p.>:+ vl1u -KU十 ysin y， 

(1.1) < U九十 VVy= -Py +ν企V- KV， 

lux + vy = O. 
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where (u，む)， P，ν， y mean velocity vector， pressureフ thekinematic viscosity and 

the amplitude of the extemal force， respectively. And K means the coe伍cientof 

the bottom friction which can be defined by K == 2v / h2 with h， the depth of the 

宜uidlayer. As in the case of the original Kolmogorov problem， let the system of 

solutions V(x， y)ニ t(u(x，y)，v(x，y))and P(x，y) satisfy 

r V(爪 y)= V(x十 2π/民 y)= V(x， y十 2π)う

(1.2) { P(九 y)と P(x十 2π/民 y)ニ P(爪 y+2π)， 

l ffD V(xぅy)dxdy = 0， fんP(x，y) dxdy = 0， 

where D = {(x， y) : Ix!壬π/民 Iyl豆 π}.

lntroduci時 the stream function I/I(x， y)， we reproduce the velocity as 

(u，v)=(わう一九).As the pressure is known to be determined by the velocity， we 

eli灯lInateP and replace !p with yv-I~f. Then we reduce the problem (1.1-2) to: 

( 1.3) 

( 1.4) 

λJ(，1仇や)= ，121/1 -(，11/1十 cosy， J(/， g) == f-.;gy -/ygx， 

(山)=ゆ(什 2n/a，y)寸(川以)， 
Jんや(x，y) dxdy = 0， 

where 2 == y/ν2 and (三 K/ν=2/h2. 
We first note that I/Io(xぅy)三一(1+ ()-l cos y satisfies (l.3-4) for any 2 > 0 

and ( 三o.We call 1/10 a basic solution. The velocity field of the basic solution is 

given by (uo， vo)ニ (yv-1(1十 ()-Isin y， 0)， which represents a shear flow parallel 

to the x-axIs. 

De長nmg伊 by伊E ゆ-ゆか wewrite (1.3) as follows: 

(1.5) f(ムrp)三{，12-(，1 -2(1 + ()-I sin y(企十I)ox}ψ-2J(，1帆 ψ)= 0， 

where 1 is the identity operator.伊豆 ocorresponds to the basic solution for all 

2 and (. Dropping the non-linear term 2J(d.rp， rp) in (1.5)， we obtain a linearized 

equation ん(λタ)ψ=0

It is well known in general that， if 2 = 20 is a bifurcation point， the linearized 

equation has at least one non-trivial solution. As we consider later， ifα ミ 1，

ん(2，0)ψ=0 has only trivial solution for any 2 and (. Namelyフ thereis no 

bifurcation point in αミ1.

When we白xαε(0，1)and ( ε[0，∞) and let rεN satisfy rα< 1壬(r+ 1)α3 
there exists 2 = 2k for each k ε{::t1， ・ぅ土r}such that ん(λk，0) ニ ohas nOlト

trivial solutions. We state the properties of 2k as fol1ows: 

REMARK. Let Kri == {lぃ.，r}. Then， each 2k (kεKri) satisfies the following 

propertIes: 
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(i) A-k = Akラ

(ii) For rミ2，it is possible for some kうk'E K(j (k #-k') to satisfy λk = Ak" 

Taking account of this remark， we later assume thatψhas the symmetry as 

follows: 

ψ(-x，-y)= 伊(x，y). 

Remark (ii) is one of the important properties caused of the bottom friction 

which leads dim ker frp(Ak， 0) = 2 for some k. In this paper， we treat only the case 

where dim kerん(Ak，0) = 1， although we will consider the anothe 

forthcoming pa叩pe釘r.

Here is our main result: 

THEOREM l.1. We jixαε (0，1) and ( ε[0，∞). Let rεN sati，めJ ra < 1三

(r十 1)α. Then， forωch k E K(j 三 {1ぃ.，r}， there exists a bifurcation point A = Ak 
with dim kerん(Akぅ0)= 1， and we can con.昨 uctone pμαraαmeterj戸bωωn仰?

solutions of (刊1.5勾)加 αM問 iりghωboωorlゾh加1ωOωodof (仇A九k，O的): 

(A，9)=(μ(s)，伊(s))， lsl <上

whereμ(0) = Ak，ψ(0)ニ Oω1dμs(O)ェ O.Moreover，μss(O) > 0おobtainedfor each 

(~O when kαis close to one. 

In Section 2， we solve the linearized equation and obtain a function A = 

A(sべ)defined on s E (0， 1) and (E [0，∞). In Section 3， using the Lyapunov-

Shmidt theory， we prove that bifurcation points of (1.5) are given by Ak == 

λ(k民().In Section 4， we find some properties of the curve (人ψ)= (μ(s)ぅ伊(s)).

Hereafterぅ weconsiderψ(s) in the space X == H6 = {9εH¥ffDψdxの=O} 

with伊(-x，-y) =ψ(爪 y)equipped with the inner product 

ゅうψ)x三 (A2ψ，A2伊h2<∞. 
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2. The Linearized Equation 

In order to investigate bifurcations from the basic solution伊三 0，we have 

to solve the fol1owing linearized eigenvalue problem for fixedαand (: 

(2.1 ) ん(人0)伊三 {A2_ (企-λ(1十0-1sin y(A十 I)ax}伊=0，

where A is called eigenvalue if (2.1) has a solution ψ#-O. 
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ψεH6 is expanded in the Fourier series as 

ド乞Cm，nei(mrJ.x切)ぅ乞(m2(J.2十 n2)41川 2<十∞ぅ CO，O= 0， 

m，n m，n 

where the summation is taken over all the pairs of integers but (m， n) = (0，0)， 

and co，oニ ofollows from f fDψdxdy = O. 
For an arbitrarily fixed m， coefficients cm，n satisfy the following system of 

infinite linear equations: 

Amα 
(m2α2十n2)(m2α2十n2十 ()Cm，n+一一一一{m2(J.2十 (n-1)2 -l}cm，n-I 

2(1十()

A竺乙{mザ十 (n十 1)2-1}Cm，n+1 = 0， n = 0，土lぅ土2ぃ・
2(1十()

We easi1y see that CO，n = 0 for any n・Wecan prove that nonωtrivial solutions cm， n 

which sati均 Cm，n→ oas Inl→∞ cannot be found when 1mαI = 1 (this can be 

seen from (2.3') below). For m 手oand 1mαI i= 1， the above equations are simply 

wntten as 

(2.2) am ム?げ十 bm，nー j-b爪 n十1=0ぅ n=Oぅ士lぅ土2，・・

where 

_ 2(1 + ()(m2(J.2十 n2)(m2α2十月2+ () 一
α町、。 f一一八一久アーア f ____  ".:....1 ..hlì~fl' ~ ~況か2 ナ刀2 -})t;ji;li' 

Let us seek non-trivial solutions of the system (2.2) such that bm，ll→ o as 
Inl → ∞ . We note t白ha抗tany non-t屯tむ廿r巾.

non-zero for n as seen in [1う 2，7] (this was proved in [1) 2， 7] in the case of ( = 0， 

but the same resu1t for (2.2) follows immediately). Therefore， we can defi自n

ρ 三 bιm爪川川7η爪い1，υ1，11〆川II/b川 1ト叶島一」一_] for all n and rewrite (2.2) as follows: 

(2.2') am.1I士一Pm畔 iニ 0，n =日弘?

Here liml1→十∞ Pm，11= limn→ー∞ 1/Pm，n = 0 is required for each m. Once we fix 

p凡m，叫川い，1山1，then other P九m帆1，げ，

respectively by 

+二日 ll 
G 十 月 十・・・ぅ Pmη 三 αm，n-l十 十・・・
m，n Um，n+l am，n-2 
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where the right hand sides of both formulas represent infinite continued frac-

tions (as for the converge∞e of continued fractions， see [7]). limn→+∞ P!，n = 

limn→一∞ l/pん=0 follows from limn→土∞ am，n- ∞. If we put Pm， j = p~ ， 1 (resp. 

Pm，l = P~， 1)' (2.2') yields Pm，lI = P!，n (resp.ρ川 1= PI~ ， n) for any 凡 Otherwise，we 

have limn → + ∞ IPm，nl ニ ∞ (resp. limll → 一∞ Ipρm凧附川'バ川nl-
PI11凧川111，11い叩3川川11 in (2.2γ') exist if and only i汀fP;二1，1ニ ρLιん，1三 pん111帆州1，υ，1'This relation is equivalent to 

(2.3) am ，O_~ムム
2 am.l ια111.2 

Let us put s == mαand write α111，11 as all for simplicity. We denote the right 

hand side of (2.3) by G(ムs，() and rewrite (2.3): 

(2.3') 
(1 + ()s(s2十()

ゥ =G(A，s，() 
λ(1 -sL) 

We state properties of (2.3') in the fol1owing proposition. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. For the eq~ωion (2.3')， we obtain the following results: 

( 1) If Is I > 1 and (註 0，(2.3') hαs no positive solution λ 

(2) If 0 < IsI < 1， there exists a function A(s， () which satiポω ).(s，() = 

λ(-s， () and the following properties for positive s: 

(i) (2.3') Iωα solutionグandonlyグλzλ(s， (); 

(ii) lims→o A(s， () = lims→jA(s，()=十∞ forany ( > O. As for the cαse 

where (= 0， 1仰 havelims→o A(s， 0) =占 αndlims→1 A(s，O)口十∞;

(iii)λ(s， () is a strictly monotone increasing function of ( > 0 for fixed s. 

PROOF. We multiply A to (2.3') so that the left hand side of this equation 

is independent of λ: 

(1 + ()s(s2十()
1 -s2 λG(λJぅ0・

The statement (1) is obtained from the fact that the both sides of this equation 

have different signs for IsI > 1， (ミoand A > O. 

We obtain A(s，のとえ(-s，() because (2.3') is invariant with respect to the 

transformation s → -s. Hereafter， we consider only in the case where s > O. 
Let us prove (2)ベi).Since 0 < G(A，s， () <可i→ oasλ 一→ 0，it holds that 

(1 + ()戸(s2十()
ヲ>G(λs，() 

A(l-sL.) 
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for smallλWe next prove that the converse inequality holds true for large A. To 

this endフ itis su伍cientto establish thatλG(λJうotends to +∞ as A-→十∞.We 

first see 

G(A，s， () >ょんよJ十十土 a2十a4十付2ゲO(A-
2
)

。 a2 a2n 十 O(A-L)

We write Aan as α~ for simplicity. We note that each a~ does not depend on A 

By virtue of the fol1owing fact 

A(α2十a4十・・十 a2n)十AO(λ-2) 乞;ziG与+O(A-1) 
λG(λs，() > 

l十 O(A-2) 十 O(A-2)

we have lim inf，1.→∞ λG(λs， ()ミ玄;=1a~k' The right hand side of this inequality 
tends to十∞ asn→十∞.Accordinglyラ AG(人s，()diverges as A →十∞， which 

means that G(λ，s，のis greater than the left hand side of (2.3') for su伍ciently

large A. Theref 0民 byvirtue of the intermediate value theoremぅ (2.3')has a 

positive solution A ==λ(孔O.
The uniqueness of the solution follows from the fact thatλG(A，s，O is 

monotone increasing in λ. Actual1y， we have 

河 川

When A increases，α2n-l / A tend to zero and Aa2n do not change. Hence，λG(A，s，O 
increases. Thus (i) is proved. 

As for (ii)， since it follows from (2.3') 

we have 

(2.4) 

0< AG(A，s，()くとェ 勺

f 
α向1 2(sL十 1)(戸sL+ 1 +0 ) 

A2>2
(s2吋 )(s2十 1)(s2十 l吋)

s2(1 -s2) 

For fi.xed ( > 0， the right hand side of (2.4) diverges when s tends to zero or one. 
The case where (= 0 was already proved in [7]. Therefore， (ii) follows. 

As for (iii)フ werewrite (2.3') in the following form 

(2.5) い
え(1-ぐ)G(AJJ)Ei」十~十

(1十o戸(sL+0 α a2 
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where 

~2n-A(1 -ß2 ~ -(1 +Os(んのα
~a2n ， a2n-l三 J

(1十 Os(sl.十o え(1-sL) 

The even terms of出econtinued fraction (2.5) 

ふ 2(1-s2)(s2十 4n2)s2十 4n2十 C
Ln - s2(s2十 4n2-1) s2十 C

decrease with (> O. Then， since the continued fraction of (2.5) is actually a 

constant， at least one odd term of (2.5) 

ケ 2(s2十 j2) (1十 02(s2+ ()(s2十 j2十o
町一 (1 s2)(s2 + P -1) A2 j = 2n -1 

must decrease with c As (1十 ()2(s2十 0(s2十l+ 0 increases with (， we see 

that A 
2 increases with (. This completes the p1'oof of the proposition. 口

This proposition shows that there is no solution A in (2.3) ifα> 1. (2.3) has 

a solution A = A(kαペ)三 Ak(ェ Ak)where k belongs to 

k εKα 三 {1う2ぃ・.，r; r εN，rα< 1三 (r十 1)α}.

We see， from the shape ofλ(戸ぅ0，that there exist s， s' (0 < s， s' < 1) which 

satisfy A(s，O =λ(s'， O. This property leads to the description of the rema1'k in 

the previous section. 

The solutions bk，n of (2.2) are given by 

r n:~l Pk.i for n > 0， 
(2.6) bk.n三 <1 fo1' n = 0， 

l(-lrn二!ipkifforn <O? 

whe1'e k εKαand 

Pki =ニリ+ 1 I十 iミ1
ak，i ak，i+l 

For each Ak， the set of the non-trivial solutions of (2.1) is given as follows: 

(2.7.1) ke1'ん(Ak， 0) = {Slれ十 S2ψ-k;SiεR，i=上2}，

or 

(2.7.2) kerん(λkぅ0)之{内科十 S2伊-k十 S3伊k'+ S4伊-k，;SiER，i= 1，2，3，4}， 

whe1'e ψm == 2二1cm，nei(max十ny)3Cm，n=(m2d+n2-l)-lbnげ andk'(# k) satisfies 

Ak = Ak，. 
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Here we note that Cm.n = C-m. -n since ψis real国 valued，and also the as“ 

sumption ψ(一九一y)=ψ(x， y) leads C-m，-n = Cm，n・Bythis consideration， we can 

rewrite (2.7.1) and (2.7.2) as follows: 

(2.7.1') 

(2.7.2') 

ker f({J(λゎ0)= {ψ ニ抑制;SεR}，

kerん(Ak， 0)口 {ψ = SIψ(k)十 S2伊(k');SiE R，i = l，2}ぅ

where ψ(m) 言 2二二一∞ Cnリ cos(mαχ 十 η~y). 
Similarly， we seek non-trivial solutionsφof the conjugate equation of (2.1): 

(2.8) ん(λ，0)キφ={~2 _ (~+λ(1十 o一 I(~ 十1) sin ydx}φ=0， 

in the formφ(X?Y)=2m Jm，ngi(mm1y).We see do，n=Ofor all n and dmzO 

for 1mαI = 1. As for other m， we have the following equations of dm， 

。m，ndm，n-dm，n-l + dl凧 n十1=0.

Putting bん1== (-l)ndm，n， the above equations can be written as 

am，nbム，n+ b~1 ， n-l - b~1 ， n+1 = 0ぅ

Then， we app1y the same argument as that in (2.2) and obtain the set of norト

trivial solutions of (2.8) for k εKa: 

(2.9.1) ker ん(Akぅ0)淳之 { tlφk十 t2φ-k;ti εR， i = 1， 2}， 

or 

(2.9.2) kerん(Ak， 0)本 ={tlφk十 t2φ-k十 t3φk'十 t4φ-k';ti εRぅi= 1，2ぅ3，4}，

where φ弘仇仇mη1三 ε乙nバdm川η
Since φis real-valued and satisfies <1>( -x， -y) =φ(x， y)， (2.9.1) and (2.9.2) 

can be written respectively as follows: 

(2.9.1') 

(2.9.2') 

kerん(Ak，O)本ニ{申 = S争(k);SεR}，

kerん(Ak， 0) *ニ {φ=Slφ(k)十 S2φ(k');SiεRぅi= 1， 2}ぅ

where争(m)宝 ε;二一∞ Cm，ncos(max十 ny).

In this paper， we consider only (2.7.1') and (2.9.1') as kerん(Ak， 0) and 

kerん(λk， 0)キ respectively.

3. Existence of Bifurcation Points 

For αε(0，1) and ( ε[0，∞)， the linearized equation (2.1) has non-trivial 

solutions if and only if A is equa1 to the values Ak given in the previous section. 
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Using the method of Lyapunov-Schmidt， we prove that each Ak is the bifurcation 

point of (1.5). 

Suppose伊εX and ωεY三 LO.9 εLO means 9εL2 and ffDg dxdy = O. 

We decompose them orthogonal1y by: 

ψz ψl十円， 伊iε X]，伊2ε X2，

ω=ωl十 ω2，ω1E Y1，ω2 E Y2・

where Xi and Yi (i = 1，2) are defined as follows: X] = ker ん(λk，O)，Y2 = 

Rん(Ak，O)and X2， Y] are the orthogonal complements of X1，九 respectively

We first note that 

(3.1 ) 町立 kerfq;*(λk，O). 

The proof of this may be safely omittedフ sinceit is clear at least formally and a 

rigorous proof is standard. 

We denote the projection to Y1 of Y by P. Q三 1-P means the projection 

to Y2・Correspondingto the above decomposition， we have a system of the folω 

lowi勾 twoequations which is equivale凶 to(1.5): 

(釘川河川山川)
Pf(Aグl十伊2)ニ oin Y1・ ・(3.3)

Hereafter， we seek the set of solutions (人ψ)which depends on one parameter 

S E ( -1， 1) as follows: (人的 =(μ(s)ぅψ1(s) +的(s)).We suppose thatμ(s)εR 

satisfiesμ(0) = Ak. We put伊1(s) =抑制 whereψ(k)is a non-t市 ialsolution of 

(2.1) given in (2.7.1'). Now we look for A =μ(s) and ψ2 (s)εX2・

First， let us consider (σ3.ユ2勾).Put Qf(λ? ψ判]+ト ψ2ρ) 三 g(rτう伊的ω2ρ)with τ 三 (υλ3ド，s斗P
g(ヤτ?ρ刈0叫)= 0 ~“01恥lows屯s from f(υλ 7ρ刈0的)= 0 for a討凶1日lえλ.We see from its definition that 

gq;? (τゎ0)with 九三 (λk，O)is a bijective mapping from X2 to Y2. By virtue of the 

implicit function theorem， there exists a function Ij;(τ) which satisfies g(τうや(r))= 

o and砂(τk)= 0 in the neighborhood of (τk， 0). We shall determine砂=砂(τ)

more precisely. In (3.2) with ψ 抑 (k) and 約二仇砂 sa剖tis白e白sthe ~おollowin

equatlOn: 

H[Ij;]-ι[抑制十中]-AJ(d.(s伊(k)十世)ぅ抑(k)+中)=0ゥ

where H == 9ψ2 (τk， 0)， L三 (A-Ak) (1 + () -] sin y ( d.十J)ax・SinceH is a bijective 

mapping from X2 to Y2， there exists the inverse mapping H-1 and it holds that 

世-H-1L[sψ(k) +砂]--AH-1 J(d.(sザk)十世)，抑制十世)= O. 
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We defi.ne a sequence of functions {仇}(n = 0， 1，2，...) as follows: 

世0=0う やn三 H-1L[抑制十九一d-AH-1 J(I1(抑(k)十九一1)ぅ抑制十ψn一d.

Let us show that {I/In} Is a Cauchy sequence in the neighborhood of s = O. 
The no∞n叫凶1ト叫凶幽-li品li胎lin白nearterm can be omi附t抗肘t臼edsince it becomes O(約S2め2り).Cαho∞側OωωS幻m時n暗gA s鉛ucぬhaω S 

i λ 一λ九kl壬4 一斗l!lH一1一へ-一-

la紅rly，11砂仇F叶 i一 砂九nll豆 2一n"砂向州111fol註lows.Then {れ}is a Cauchy sequence and con-

verges to a limit 1/1 =や(λ，s)which belongs to X2 wIth砂(λ，0)= 0 and for small s 

(3.4) 砂=H-1Lr抑制十州 -AH-1 J(I1(抑制+や)，抑制十世). 

In order to show that each λk is a bifurcation point， we have to prove the 

existence of the solution μ(s) of (3.3) with μ(0) = Ak. Substituting ψ2 = t/J(τ) into 

the left hand side of (3.3) and putting 

Pf(A，sψ(k)十世(A，s)) == h(A， s)ぅ

we define 

( h(λ，s)Js， fors 手Oう

X(A， s)三〈
l hs(ム0)う fors = O. 

We note that h(λ，0) == 0 holds for allλ， and the continuity of X fol1ows from 

that of hs・Thereason why we define X(人s)is that we cannot apply the implicit 

function theorem to h(A， s) because hλ(λρ) = 0 follows fromや(人0)= 0 for al1 

λAnd from hs(A， s) = 万~(Àぅ抑制十ゆ(À ， s))抑制十 I/Is(ん s) ]， we have hs(ん0)= 

Pん(人0)抑制+九(λ，0)].Now we verify t/Js(Ak， 0) = 0 which we will use later. Dif-

ferentiating Qf (んWp(k)十世(A，s)) = 0 by s and putting (んs)= (Ak， 0)ラ wehave 

Qん(λk， O)[l
i九(λkぅ0)]= O. Since Qfrp(λkぅ0)is a bijective mapping from X2 to Y2， 

t/Js(Ak， 0) = 0 is verified. 

When we consider that X1 = kerん(Ak， 0) is given in (2.7.1')， Yj = ker frp* (λk，O) 

takes the form (2.9.1'). Then X(A， s) = 0 is equivalent to the following equation: 

(3.5) X(j) (A， s)三 (X(人s)，①(k))L2= 0， 

where φ(k)εYj. We seek a solution A of (3.5). Differentiating (3.5) byλフ wehave 

d)川ニ(55X(九十勺;-仇川伏))
¥ ノL2

ニ(行い(Ak)0) [ψ(k)]，φ(k))L2立(ん;.(λk，O)[ψ(k)]，Pゆ (k))L2

ニ (frp;.(Akぅ
0)[ψ(k)]，pφ(k)h2

= s(一(1+ () -1 sin y(11十I)dxqJ(k))φ(k))L2・
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Let us show 

(3.6) ( -(1十()一1sin y(il + 1)oxrp(k)，φ(k)h2 > O. 

Since rp(k) is a solution of (2.1)， we have 

一(1十()-1 sin y ( il十1)oxrp(k)= Ak1 (_il2十(il)伊(k)

ψ(k)ニ乞nCk，n cos(k似十 ny) and φ(k)ェ玄ndk，n cos(k似十 ny)= Ln( -lr 

(k2α2十 n2
- 1 )Ck，n cos(kαx + ny) yield 

((-il2+(il)ψ(k)， (T(k)) L2 == 2-11DI乞 (-1)叫ん1う

where Ck，n三 (k2α2十n2)(k2rx2+ n2十()(k2rx2十n2
- 1) cl n' Meanwhile， we can 

verify L n  Ck，n = O. In factヲ multiplyi時 theboth side ofん(Ak，0)ψ(k) = 0 by 

(il十1)伊(k) and integrating over D， we obtain 

。=JJD山 )ψ(kl(il2_ (d.)rp(k)制 J

一九(1+ ()-1 JJD山)伊(k)叩仙川k)叫

The second term of the right hand side of this equation vanishes. Then， we have 

JJ山)伊(k)(山附)州立 -2-IIDI主Ck.n= 0 
D 

From :2二1Ck，n = 0 and Ck， -11 = Ck，n， we have 

玄 (-lr十15k，r12一九o十 2 L Ck，m -2 L Ck，m 

=4 乞 Ck，m > 0 

Therefore， we obtain (3.6)， namely， xil
) (Ak， 0) i= 0 if s 手O.By virtue of the 

implicit function theoremフ there exists a function λ=μ(s) which satisfies 

X(l)(μ(s) ， s) = 0 and μ(0) =九.This means that the solution of (1.5) is given by 

(λ，伊)= (μ(s)，ψ(s)) = (μ(s)ぅ抑(k)+や(μ(s)，s)). 
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4. Properties of the Bifurcation Curve 

Followi時 themethod in (7]， we shall consider the convex property of 

2=μ(s) with regard to s. Namelyら weprove thatμss(O) > O. We rewrite 

f(μ(s)ヲψ(s))= 0 as 

(4.1) Tψ(s) = 2(s)(1十 ()-lsin y(-O.十 I)dxψ(s)+μ(s)J(的(s)グ (s))，

where T三ん(2k， 0) and 2(s)三μ(s)-2k. Let us di百erentiate(4.1) by s: 

ん(s) IA ， T¥':¥ 1_¥ ， 2(s) 
ψs(s) =一一 siny(-O. + I)d岬 (s)十一'，-J y sin y(-O. + I)ax科(s)1 + ( ----.-' ¥ -. -r -" T ¥-1 • 1 + ( 

+μs(s)J(-O.ψ(s)，伊(s))+μ(s)J(-O.ψ(s)，ψ(s))s; 

ん(s) _~._ 1 A ， T¥ ':¥ ..1_¥ ， 22s(s) 
九 (s)= ':~~，\-; sin y(-O. + I)dxCfl(S)十一 siny(-O. + I)dxCfls(S) 

l十 C

2(s) 
~ sin y(d十I)dx九 (s)十ん(s)J(仰い)ヲ伊(s))
1+( 

十 2μs(s)J(仰 (s)，伊(s))s十μ(s)J(-O.ψ(s)，ψ(s))幻;

科(s)=ψ(k)十抑止(μ(s)，s)ん(s)十世s(μ(s)，s) 

ψ(0) = 0 and 2(0) = 0 yield 

(4.2) 同 (0) =笠Eisin y(A十 I)dxCfl(k)十 22kJ(仰 (k)ぅ伊(k))・
SS¥-， 1+( 

If we take the L 2 inner-product with φ(k) E ker T¥(4勾 becomes

0=2μAO)(l十 ()-I(sin y(-O.十 I)dxCfl(k)ゆ(k)h2'

and Tψ(k) = 0 implies 

0=2μ.1'(0)λ;1((-O.2_(企)ψ(k)うφ(k))U

Since we already have shown in (3.6) that 

(4.3) ((-O.2 (-O.)ψ(k)?φ(k)h2 < 0， 

we obtainμs(O) = O. 
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Di百erentiati時 (4.1)once more and putting sニ 0:

Tψ.1'.1'.1'(0) = 3μ.1'.1'(0)(1 + ()一1sin y(t1十 I)oxcp(k)

十 3Ak{J(t1ψss(O)，伊(k))十 J(Aψ(k)?ψsAO))}

=3μ.1'.1'(0)λ;1(A2 
- (t1)ψ(k) 

十 3Ak{J(ACPsAO)，伊(k))+ J(Acp(k)，伊ss(O))}，

and taking the L 2 inner国 productwith 争(k)εkerTヘwehave 

0 ニ (T 伊科SぷS

=3 μS幻A仰例0的)A;γ1((t12一(A) ψ戸(k叫 φ (伏向k的))u

十 3Ak(J(t1伊.1'.1'(0)，cp(k))十 J(Aψ(k)?ψsAO))，φ(k))L2， 

namely， 

-À~ 
μss(O) = ~〆 a ヲ v. 、1s-、 ~I l-) 、 (J(A伊.1'.1' (0) ， 伊(k)) 十 J(Aψ(k)? 伊.1'.1' (0))，φ(k))L2・

(4.3) informs us that the sign ofん (0)is equal to that of 

(4.4) 11 {J(Acpss(O) ，ψ(k)) + J(t1伊(k)ぅψ.1'.1'(0))}φ(k) dxdy. 
JJD 

Since ψ'.1'.1'(0) = ljJsμk，O) is obtained by 

(4.5) Tψ.1'.1'(0) = 2λkJ(Aψ(k)?ψ(k))ぅ

we have 

JJDωAザk))十判的品川φ(k)的叫 +D2，
? 

D1 三 JJDレ何J(仏AZ仏仏山ZIω1，岬?グ伊ザ戸州(件似k的勺)り)+判的けM川，ZI訓ZI刻iけ)汁}向阿附争がが(伏川k

D2三 JJDυ(仏 cp(k))+神川

where ZI， Z2 are functions extended respectively by cos ty， cos(2kαx十 ty)(we 

define them precisely later in Appendix). As for D1 and D2， the following prop-
osition holds true: 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. For each fixed (ミ 0，Dl > ID21 holds if kα臼 closeto one. 

This proposition means thatμss(O) > 0 holds if kαε(0， 1) is sufficiently close to 

one. Thus， Theorem 1.1 is proved. 

5. Appendix 

This appendix gives the proof of the proposition asserted in the previous 

sectlOn. 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.1. The outline of this proof is based on the previous 

paper (see Section 4 and 5 of [7]). First， we introduce a proposition which can be 

proved similarly to [7]. 

PROPOSITION 5.1. The solution of (4.5) takes the following form: 

(5.1 )ψss (0) = t W (0) Ac( 0 )十 tW(2k)DEc(2kα)三 21十22，

21 == 1 w(O) Ac(O)ぅ 22三 lW(2k)DEc(2kα) . 

Here c(O)， c(2kα)， w(O)αnd w(2k)αre column vectors with the following t-th 

components: 

(c(O))t = cos ty， (c(2kα))t = cos(2k以十 ty)，

(w(O))t = Akkαt trp(k)K1Stψ(k)う

(W(2k))t = AkkiJ.tψ(k)K1(2N tI)RStf/J(k)， 

where ψ(k)臼 αcolumnvector corresponding to the Fourier coefficients of伊(k)with 

n-th component仇 =(k2iJ.2十 n2-1)一1bk，n (bk，n is defined by (2.6))， Kl and N αre 

diagonal matrices with n-th elements -kn三一(k2α2十 n2)αnd(N)n = n respec-

tively. st and R are matrices with (i， j) elements as follows: 
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 一一

F
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h
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I
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υ
 

f
1
1
t
i
i

、
一一・1

J

、、‘E
E
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cu 
r
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t
‘、

A and E are diagonal mαtrices with ルthelements 

.̂. = [(n4十 (n
2
)-1 for n ヂ:0， EH =+(  

n -lO for n = 0， &.Jn-λkkiJ.(4k2α2十 n2-1) ， 
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αnd D = (-. . d(m) ...) is a matrix where d(m)αre column vectors with nィhcom-

ponent djm)αs follows: 

where 

((日L71+l 訂)~ぷiljbr n >m  
djm)={N品 forn = m， 

u日;こn+lqf)-lNヰ1 for n < m， 

ヮ;Eす」十五日十 ? 

h-41tJ十'
一一一
JYI1叶 1=17…+1-17m十}，

。;二 (1バ)(4k匂2十戸)(4k2(X2+n2村)

We can write Dj in the previous section as 

い円=ζ(…-tl{川

where 

wr = IlfJ{匂 jtstrp(k) = t .2二(-わ)吟回約十j' 丸三(ゆ(凡

Atm = [AN{N2(I -R)SI11十 (I-R)smKI}ψ(k)]t 

= {(AN)tk_t十m-(AN3)t}ψ-t+1I1十 {(AN
3
)t一(AN)tkt+111}め+111

Here we use the following facts: Atll1 二 A(-t)111'伊-111= (_1)111伊111'φ-111= (_1)111φm 

and k_j =匂 Wealso employ the following lemma in [7]. 

LEMMA 5.2. For matrices S， N αnd R， we obtain 

(i) StN -NSt = tSぺtEN，

(ii) N RSt -RSt N = (2N -t I)RSぺrεN. 

Let us consider each terms of DI・Sinceit holds that (AN)t > 0， t2 
- kt = 

_k2α2 < 0， ψt < 0 for odd t 二三 1 and φ0=1， we have 

Atoφ。=2(AN)At2 
- kt )rpt > O. 
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The terms which containψo are dominant throughout this proof， since only 

ψo = (k2a2 - 1)-1 < 0 diverges if kαtends to one. In 2::=1 A仰 φm，we see that 

the corresponding term (AN)A _t2
十 k2

(
2
)伊oφt> 0 diverges to +∞ if ka tends 

to one and the sum of other terms is uniformly bounded. On the other hand， in 

Wt + W-t = t~ 2内庁o十玄(ん+i- ki)q;iψ九 iトt= 1，3ぅ5，...， 
1... i"#O，-t ) 

if kαtends to on民 thenonly the first term 2t3約内 >0 diverges to十∞ andthe 

other terms remain bounded. Therefore， Wt十 W-t > 0 holds and， then， we obtain 

D1 > O. 
Similarly， D2 can be written as 

D2 = Akk
2απ2L Lめんmφm，

ルt ψ(的KI(2N -tI)RStrp(k) = L kj(t -2j)仰付

Atm三 {DE(K2S-
m-s-m KJ)(N -mI)ψ(k)} t 

=乞 djAEj(ーいわ-m)(-2m十 j)吟-m'
}=ー∞

where K 2 is a diagonal matrix with ルthelement -kj三一(4k2a2十 j2). In this 

ca民 theterms which contain q;O are dominant. The corresponding terms in D2 

are given by 

(A) λkk2an2 L L -t3q;tmd)m) Em(3k2a2 + m2
)φmψ;? 

while in DI， the terms which contain q;O are 

(B) Akk
2an2 L 4n2(k2a2 

- n2)(n2バ)-1伊nφnd

We compare (A) and (B) in the case where kαtends to one. Neglecting 

Akk
2an2q;o > 0 involved in both terms and putting ka = 1， we have 

DI==4 L (n2-1)(n2+()一lbin，
n=l. 3. 5 

D2 == (1 + ()玄 ε(-1)附 ltmλJldjm)bMM
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We already knew that Dl > 0， and we can estimate D2 as follows: 

11>21 < (1バ)乞Ibk，tI2(ClIt M-1
十 C2t

2
M-

28j
15) 

Here C1 and C2 are suitable constants and M == [v1kl + 1 where [x] Is the In-

tegral part of x (as for the esti酷 ation，we use the same method in Section 5.2 of 

[7]). For each fixed (三 0，the right hand side is smaller than Dl mainly since Ak 

goes to∞as kαis c10se to one. Therefore， the proposition is proved. 
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